
SUMMER CRUISE CHECKLIST

Vital engine checks
A 10-minute pre-departure inspection of your engine could save a troublesome
breakdown at sea. Follow PBO's easy checklist for worry-free boating

W
hether you're out sailing for a
few hours or an extended
cruise, it's essential to make
sure your engine is in tip-top

condition and ready to go. More than half of
the calls to the RNLI last year were from
leisure boats, and of those a third were due
to mechanical failure.

There was a time when the term 'auxiliary'
was commonly used to describe engines fitted
to sailing boats, but it has gradually dropped
from use, and with good reason. Many modern
sailors sail from crowded marinas, and have
closely defined times at which they need to
return home. For that, an engine has become a
necessity. For motorboat owners, the loss of
the engine is even more severe and in many
cases will necessitate some form of rescue.

Finning Power Systems and the RNLI have
created a free engine safety checklist. See
how to get yours on page 54

A few quick checks before heading out can
help pre-empt engine trouble and greatly add
to your peace of mind. The RNLI has teamed
up with Finning Power Systems, the UK
distributor for Caterpillar, to promote 10 simple
checks which can be carried out by people of
any level of mechanical skill. We joined one of
their engineers, Steve Crick, on board the
Swordfish 35, Maximus, to see how it's done.

If your engine space is fitted with forced
ventilation, check you can hear the fans

running before turning the key to engage the
starter. It's also a good idea to run the fans
for a minute or so to clear any gases before
entering the engine space.

Finning Power Systems engineer Steve Crick recommends a series of quick and simple pre-departure
checks that will go a long way towards ensuring trouble-free reliability from your engine

Is there enough fuel? A good rule of
thumb is that you should have a third

more fuel than the minimum needed - that's a
third to get there, a third to get back and a
third in case of emergency. Check the fuel
using the fuel gauge if it's reliable, a dip stick,
or simply by looking at the level in a plastic
tank. Finally, make sure the taps are open.

Carry out a visual check of the belts and
hoses. Look Tor any fraying or chafing,

and replace any damaged items. Take the
opportunity to look for any fluid leaks.
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Examine fuel filter separator bowls for
water or dirt and drain as necessary.

5 Check the engine and gear oil levels
using the dipsticks. It's also worth

checking other oil levels as appropriate,
such as steering, drive train and other
hydraulic systems. Lubricated stern glands
will benefit from a turn on the greaser.

ESSENTIAL ONBOARD
TOOLS AND SPARES

TOOLS
Socket set
Roll of spanners
Hammer
Oil filter wrench
Screwdrivers

~ Torch

SPARES
d On "iiier
G Fue! filter
I Fiuids foil, gear hydraulics)
D Bete
D Hoses
13 Water pump impeller

O Finally - don't forget your engine
maintenance and troubleshooting manual!

Visually check that the raw water
strainer is clear of debris and rinse it as

necessary.

If you have indirect (fresh water)
cooling, check the levels in the heat

exchanger and in the header tank. It's
important to do both as matrices have been
known to run dry when the bottle is still full.

With the battery isolator switched on,
check the battery voltage with a

voltmeter or dashboard gauge.

Immediately after starting, check for
cooling water from the exhaust. If there

isn't any, switch off or your engine may
overheat. A likely cause is a failed water
pump impeller.

Allow the engine to warm up for three to five minutes, especially if you plan to use it
intensively after you have left. If conditions allow, a fuel-efficient alternative is to motor

gently for the first few minutes after you leave the mooring.

• Understand your engine. An RYA Diesel
Course is a good way to learn the basics of
maintenance and troubleshooting.

• Pay attention to how your engine sounds
underway. Anything away from the norm
could spell trouble. If your engine sounds
unusual when you start it, don't go out until
you've traced the problem.

• Service your engine annually. Thorough
servicing can help prevent problems building
up - if you're not confident to do it yourself,
always ask a professional.

• Lay up your engine properly. Flush raw
water circuits with fresh water, check the fuel
system for leaks, and top up the cooling
circuits with antifreeze.

I See the RNLI and Finning Power Systems engine checks video online at www.pbo.co.uk
I For your free checklist email mailbox@finning.co.uk or visit the RNLI at boating events
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